
MINSK: Tens of thousands of oppo-
sition supporters marched through
Minsk Sunday, calling for an end to
strongman Alexander Lukashenko’s
rule amid a heavy security presence
and despite dozens of arrests. Belarus
protests have entered a third week
since the disputed presidential elec-
tion on August 9 in which Lukashenko
claimed victory.

Opposition rival Svetlana
Tikhanovskaya says she was the true
winner, meanwhile. An AFP journalist
and local media estimated that more
than 100,000 people attended
Sunday’s protest, equalling the scale of
rallies on previous weekends, the
largest in the country since independ-
ence from the former USSR. A crowd
gathered outside Lukashenko’s official
residence, the Palace of Independence,
which was guarded by riot police and
special forces personnel backed up by
rooftop snipers.

Sunday’s rally came on
Lukashenko’s 66th birthday and pro-
testers carried quirky handmade
“gifts” including a cardboard toilet
with a sign urging the strongman to
flush himself away, a coffin marked
“Political corpse” and a picture of a
cockroach, the opposition’s nickname
for the president. Some laid flowers

and symbolic gifts on the ground in
front of a tall barrier manned by riot
police equipped with helmets and
shields. This was the “boldest show of
civil disobedience in three weeks of
protests,” opposition newspaper
Nasha Niva reported.

Lukashenko refuses to negotiate 
Activist Maria Kolesnikova,

Tikhanovskaya’s campaign partner,
asked in vain to enter the residence for
talks. Presidential aide Nikolai
Latyshenok came out to speak to pro-
testers, but insisted Lukashenko would
not negotiate with the opposition. A
Telegram messenger channel linked to
Lukashenko’s press service posted a
picture of him in a bullet-proof vest
holding a gun, and said it was taken at
the palace as protesters were outside.

The protests began breaking up
towards evening as heavy rain fell and
people began leaving. Riot police also
began to push protesters away from
the palace. Thousands of people
attended similar rallies in other
Belarusian cities, local media reported.
The Minsk Peace March started at
2:00 pm local time (1100 GMT) and
police began to detain protesters
almost immediately as people
attempted to reach the central

Independence Square.
Columns of protesters walked

through the centre, carrying placards
and the country’s historic red-and-
white flag as drivers honked car horns
in support. Some linked arms to march
down a main street, while women took
black-clad riot police to task or lay on
the street in front of them. One demon-
strator, 33-year-old Nikolai, said he
had already been detained after one
demonstration and was still recovering
from the beating he had received.
“Everything hurts,” he said. “But I
came out again for our Belarus to be
free.” “We need to gather strength and
come out like this every week until
Lukashenko leaves,” said another

demonstrator, 70-year-old Maria.
The Belarusian interior ministry said

police detained 125 people within the
first two hours, Belta state news agency
reported, most accused of taking part in
illegal mass protests. Three were
detained for damaging a police car, the
ministry said. Protesters faced off
against armed interior troops and riot
police using their shields to block them.
Other protesters tried to bypass the
police blockades. Despite the heavy
security, the atmosphere remained
relaxed and festive. Meanwhile, more
than 360 Belarusian sports figures
including Olympic athletes signed an
open letter calling for new elections and
condemning police violence. —AFP 

ISTANBUL: Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan has lashed out at leaders of France and
Greece, calling them “greedy and incompetent” for
challenging Turkish energy exploration in the eastern
Mediterranean. Erdogan’s charge came as the coun-
try celebrated a 1922 victory over Greek troops dur-
ing Turkey’s war of independence.

Ankara and Athens now dispute major offshore
gas fields and France’s support for Greece has drawn
it into a serious crisis for the NATO military alliance.
Cyprus is a third, albeit much smaller, nation vying
for access to large energy deposits that have been
discovered in the region. Erdogan asked newly-com-
missioned officers in Ankara: “Do Greeks accept
what could happen to them because of their greedy
and incompetent leaders? “Do the French know the
price they will pay because of their greedy and
incompetent leaders?”

The crisis between putative NATO allies began on
August 10 when the Turkish research vessel Oruc
Reis entered Greek waters, after which both sides
began to stage naval exercises. French frigates and
fighter jets joined the Greek side, and have shadowed
Turkish vessels while Paris warned Erdogan not to
overplay his hand. On Sunday, Paris denounced
“escalating behaviour” on the part of Ankara. Ships
from Cyprus, Italy and the US have also taken part in
the Greek exercises, while the US and Italy has held
drills with Turkish units as well.

Erdogan has challenged Greece and France in
particular however, and said Sunday: “When it come
times to fight, we will not hesitate to make sacrifices.
“The question is: when they stand against us in the
Mediterranean, are they ready to make the same sac-
rifices? “To our enemies, we say: Bring it on!” Turkey
on Saturday announced  fresh military manoeuvres in

northern Cyprus. Turkish vice president Fuat Oktay
also warned Greece not to expand its coastal zone
into the Ionian Sea by six nautical miles under inter-
national maritime law, saying it would be a “casus
belli” that could lead to armed conflict. 

Greece ‘arming island’ 
Turkey yesterday accused Greece of “piracy” and

attempting to “arm the island” at the centre of their
row over gas exploration in the eastern

Mediterranean. Relations between the two countries
have sunk to a new low over disputed maritime rights
and energy resources, with both sides staging mili-
tary drills in the area.

Greece argues the waters around the island two
kilometers off the Turkish coast are under Greek
sovereignty and opposes any Turkish exploration
nearby. Images published in the media last week
show Greek soldiers arriving on the island - known
as Kastellorizo in Greece and Meis in Turkey - much
to Ankara’s chagrin. “Greece’s attempt to arm the
island of Meis is an example of a new piracy,” said
Omer Celik, spokesman for Turkey’s ruling Justice

and Development Party.
“It’s stupidity to direct weapons toward Turkish

shores,” Celik wrote on Twitter, adding: “Greece will
learn we will have a strong answer to every step it
takes.” The Turkish foreign ministry on Sunday
pointed out that the island was “under a demilita-
rized status established with the 1947 Paris Peace
Treaty”. “Such provocative actions will prove use-
less for Greece,” the Turkish ministry said. Greece
has issued no official comment on the two neigh-
bors’ latest dispute.

Relations between the two neighbors have been
souring for months, after Turkey encouraged
migrants to flee to Europe by opening its border with
Greece in February, and converting some Byzantine
churches into mosques this year. Tensions are also
growing between Turkey France, another NATO ally,
which has opted to throw its full weight of support
behind Greece. French President Emmanuel Macron
said on Friday that Paris had adopted a “red-line pol-
icy” for Turkey in the eastern Mediterranean, though
he also called for dialogue. — Agencies 
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AT SEA: Photo shows military personnel of the Hellenic Navy during a military exercise in the eastern
Mediterranean Sea. —AFP 

Turkey, Greece 
fight over major 

gas fields

Turkey accuses Greece of ‘piracy, arming island’ 

Turkish leader calls French, Greek 
leaders ‘greedy and incompetent’

MINSK: Opposition supporters rally to protest against disputed presidential elections
results in Minsk. —AFP 

News in brief

Sudan signs historic peace deal 

JUBA: Sudan’s power-sharing government
signed a peace agreement with the country’s
five key rebel groups yesterday, a significant
step towards resolving deep-rooted conflicts
that raged under former leader Omar Al-Bashir.
The civilian and military leaders sharing power
following Bashir’s overthrow in April 2019 say
ending decades-long internal conflicts is a top
priority of a 39-month transition. The deal,
signed in the South Sudanese capital Juba,
offers rebel groups political representation and
devolved powers, integration into the security
forces, economic and land rights and the chance
of return for displaced people. — Reuters

2 separate explosions in UAE 

DUBAI: One person was killed and several
people were injured yesterday in two separate
explosions in the United Arab Emirates’ capital
Abu Dhabi and its tourism hub Dubai, the police
and local media said. A gas cylinder exploded in
a Dubai restaurant early on Monday and killed
one person, local media reported. Abu Dhabi-
owned The National newspaper, quoting a
Dubai Civil Defense spokesperson, said the
blast had caused a blaze that damaged the
ground floor of the building. The fire was con-
trolled within 33 minutes, it added. In Abu
Dhabi, the blast hit KFC and Hardees restau-
rants on the city’s Rashid bin Saeed Street, the
National reported, adding that other retail out-
lets were also damaged. Abu Dhabi police said
the explosion caused several minor and moder-
ate injuries, and residents of the building and
surrounding areas were evacuated. — Reuters

10 killed in southern Chad

N’DJAMENA: At least ten people have been
killed in fresh fighting between nomadic herders
and farmers in southern Chad, a local prosecu-
tor said Sunday, with the most of the deaths
happening during a funeral. The herders claimed
to have lost a cow and tracked it down to a
farm, said Brahim Ali Kolla, prosecutor in
Moundou, Chad’s second-largest city and capi-
tal of the southwest province. The herders sent
a representative to reclaim the animal on
Thursday but he was killed and the farmers
attacked the herdsmen at his funeral the same
day, he added. Clashes between settled farmers
and the nomadic Arab herders, many of them
armed, are a worsening problem in the arid
Sahel, where tensions over access to land are
frequent. —  AFP 

Egypt army kills 70 jihadists 

CAIRO: Egypt’s army announced Sunday that
more than 70 alleged jihadists have been killed in
recent military operations in North Sinai, the
location of an insurrection affiliated to the Islamic
State group. A statement by the Egyptian army
said that the operations had targeted alleged
“homes of terrorists” and “takfiri elements” lead-
ing to “the deaths of 73 takfiris in northern Sinai”
between July 22 and August 30. Four other “tak-
firis” were killed, the statement added, without
elaborating. The term “takfiri” is used by Egyptian
security officials to refer to jihadists. During the
clashes “three officers and four soldiers were
killed or wounded,” the statement said, without
providing further details.  — AFP 

Thousands march in Belarus
capital despite crackdown

Qatar crisis returns 
to UN’s top court 
THE HAGUE: The three-year-old crisis pitting
Qatar against several Middle East nations returns to
the UN’s top court this week with hearings in a case
between Doha and the United Arab Emirates. Saudi
Arabia, Bahrain, the UAE, Egypt and several other
allies severed ties with Qatar in a shock move in
2017, accusing Doha of backing terrorism and sid-
ing with their regional rival Iran.

A year later Qatar dragged the UAE to the
International Court of Justice (ICJ) in The Hague,
accusing Abu Dhabi of “discriminatory” behavior
including the expulsion of Qataris, and a maritime
and air blockade. The ICJ ordered the UAE in 2018
to take emergency measures to protect the rights
of Qatari citizens, pending the start of the full
hearings in the case which started yesterday and
last one week.

The hearings will be “devoted to the preliminary
objections raised by the United Arab Emirates”
against Qatar’s case, with the UAE speaking first at
1300 GMT, and Qatar responding on Wednesday,
the ICJ said. The hearings are taking place by video
link because of the coronavirus pandemic. The ICJ
was set up in 1946 after World War II to rule in dis-
putes between member states of the United
Nations. The court’s judgments are binding, but it
has no means of enforcing them. Any final ruling in
the Qatar case could take years.

‘Climate of fear’
The crisis between Qatar and the Saudi-led

blockading nations shows no sign of relenting
despite rising international pressure to end the feud.
The alliance has issued a raft of terms Qatar must
accept before it will lift the embargo that includes a
ban on direct air, land or sea trade.

Doha strongly denies the allegations and has
refused to meet the demands that also stipulate the
closure of its flagship state-run broadcaster Al
Jazeera. Qatar’s case at the ICJ says that the UAE’s
actions breached the 1965 International Convention
on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination (CERD). In its case, Qatar accused
the UAE of creating a “climate of fear” for Qataris
living there. The ICJ ruled in its emergency meas-
ures in 2018 that the UAE “must ensure” that fami-
lies with a Qatari member would be reunited if sep-
arated by the blockade.

The legal ping-pong continued when the United
Arab Emirates last year filed its own case seeking
emergency measures to stop Qatar “aggravating”
the dispute, only to have the court reject it. Qatar
meanwhile has won several of its first legal steps.
In July the ICJ backed Qatar in a separate but
related case that is specifically about the air
blockade. Its rivals had appealed a decision by the
world civil aviation body in favour of Qatar over
sovereign airspace. — AFP 

DOHA: Men wearing protective masks walk on a plastic
pier at Katara beach in the Qatari capital Doha. —AFP 

Trump presses law 
and order message; 
protest turns deadly
PORTLAND: President Donald Trump and his
Democratic challenger Joe Biden traded pre-elec-
tion barbs Sunday as violent clashes continued to
roil the US city of Portland following the fatal
shooting of a protestor. While the US leader tried to
characterize Biden as weak on crime, his opponent
accused Trump of fanning the flames of violence in
a polarized and tense nation. Saturday’s shooting
during a pro-Trump rally in the Oregon city fol-
lowed a week of country-wide protests-including
the cancellation of numerous sporting events-over
the police shooting in Kenosha, Wisconsin of
African American Jacob Blake.

The violence in Portland erupted during a rally
involving hundreds of vehicles “caravaning
throughout downtown Portland,” police said.
OregonLive reported “clashes” and “tense
moments” between demonstrators and counter-
protestors. Photographs from the scene showed the
victim wearing a hat with a logo for “Patriot
Prayer,” described by local media as a far-right
group at the center of multiple Portland demonstra-
tions that have ended in violence.

By 10 pm Sunday, about 100 to 150 anti-racism
protestors had gathered outside a police building
to the east of the city centre, waving signs and
occasionally throwing projectiles. Police declared
the gathering an illegal assembly and in a tweet
ordered people to leave the scene, warning of
arrests and the use of tear gas. Videos posted
online showed about 20 officers rushing from the
building to clear the area, and arresting a handful
or protestors. — AFP 


